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Organization

Commercial

Corporate

A corporation is an organization—usually a group of people or a company—authorized by the state to
act as a single entity (a legal entity; a legal person in legal context) and recognized as such in law for
certain purposes. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporation)

International

Organization type whose operations & influence extend across multinational boundaries.

Partnership

A partnership is an arrangement where parties, known as business partners, agree to cooperate to
advance their mutual interests. The partners in a partnership may be individuals, businesses, interestbased organizations, schools, governments or combinations.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partnership)

Small Business

The Small Business Administration defines a small business by annual revenue, ranging from $750K
to $38.5 m max per year, depending on industry. Some businesses are considered small if they have
250 employees, while others have a limit of 1,500 employees, also contingent on industry.

SWAM

Small Women-owned and Minority business

Non-governmental

A cooperative is a private business organization that is owned and controlled by the people who use
its products, supplies or services. Although cooperatives vary in type and membership size, all were
formed to meet the specific objectives of members, and are structured to adapt to member's
changing needs.
(https://www.google.com/search?q=definition+of+cooperative+as+organization&rlz=1C1GCEA_enU
S793US793&oq=definition+of+cooperative+as+organization&aqs=chrome..69i57j0i22i30i457.11986j
1j15&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8 )

Not-for-profit

Not-for-profit organizations are types of organizations that do not earn profits for its owners. All of
the money earned by or donated to a not-for-profit organization is used in pursuing
the organization's objectives and keeping it running. (https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/not-forprofit.asp )

Community College

a higher educational institution that provides workforce education and college transfer academic
programs.

International

Organization type whose operations & influence extend across multinational boundaries.

K-12

EducationOrganization: An education organization that currently has a juvenile enrolled as a student.

Museum

A museum is an institution that cares for a collection of artifacts and other objects of artistic,
cultural, historical, or scientific importance. Many public museums make these items available for
public viewing through exhibits that may be permanent or temporary.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Museum)

Cooperative

Educational
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University

an institution of higher (or tertiary) education and research which awards academic degrees in
several academic disciplines

Vocational

CurriculumType: A data type for a collection of subjects comprising a course of study offered by an
educational system or program.

Federal

The federal government of the United States (U.S. federal government) is the national government of
the United States, a federal republic in North America, composed of 50 states, a federal district, five
major self-governing territories and several island possessions.

International

OrganizationLocationAssociationType: A data type for an association between an organization and a
location; a unit which conducts business or operations for the benefit of citizens.

Locality

OrganizationLocationAssociationType: A data type for an association between an organization and a
location; a unit which conducts business or operations for the benefit of citizens.

Municipal

OrganizationLocationAssociationType: A data type for an association between an organization and a
location; a unit which conducts business or operations for the benefit of citizens.

Partnership

A partnership is an arrangement where parties agree to cooperate to advance their mutual interests.
The partners in a partnership may be individuals, businesses, interest-based organizations, schools,
governments or combinations. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partnership)

State

OrganizationLocationAssociationType: A data type for an association between an organization and a
location; a unit which conducts business or operations for the benefit of citizens.

Citizen

A person's status in a legal or geographic area that assigns rights, duties, and privileges because of
the birth or naturalization of the person in that jurisdiction.

Disabled

PersonPhysicalDisabilityText: A physical disability of a person.

Emancipated Minor

A person who has not reached the age of majority but is legally and financially independent.

Infant

An age code of a person less than or equal to 1 year of age

Non-citizen

A person's lack of status in a legal or geographic area that assigns rights, duties, and privileges
because of the birth or naturalization of the person in that jurisdiction.

Student

A student is primarily a person enrolled in a school or other educational institution and who is under
learning with goals of acquiring knowledge, developing professions and achieving
easy employment at a particular field. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Student)
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Ward

A data type for information about a person who has not yet reached the age of legal majority (i.e.,
adulthood).

Citizen

A person's position or status with a country that assigns rights, duties, and privileges because of the
birth or naturalization of the person in that country.

Disabled

A physical disability of a person.

Full-Time Employee

A person assigned to do work for or on behalf of a person.

Incarcerated Person

A data type for a quantitative sketch or simplification of a person's criminal history encompassing
arrest and conviction offenses.

Incarcerated non-Adult

A data type for a quantitative sketch or simplification of a non-Adult person's criminal history
encompassing arrest and conviction offenses.

Non-citizen

CitizenRoleType: (a person who is not) a native or naturalized person who owes allegiance to a
government and is entitled to protection from it

Part-Time Employee

A person assigned to do work for or on behalf of a person.

Retired

A person no longer assigned to do work for or on behalf of another person or organization, typically
having aged out of active employment.

Self-Employed

A person assigned to do work for or on behalf of themselves.

Student

A data type for a level of education reached by a person.

Unemployed

A person not currently assigned to do work for or on behalf of a person.

Ward

A data type for information about a person who has not yet reached the age of legal majority (i.e.,
adulthood).

Banking

A bank is a financial institution that accepts deposits from the public and creates a demand
deposit while simultaneously making loans. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bank)

Accounts Receivable

Transaction not paid in cash immediately
(http://www.accountingexplanation.com/classification_of_transactions.htm)

Accounts Payable

Payment not paid in cash immediately
(http://www.accountingexplanation.com/classification_of_transactions.htm)
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Tuition

fees charged by education institutions for instruction or other services
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tuition_payments)

Tax Payment

a compulsory financial charge or some other type of levy imposed on a taxpayer (an individual
or legal entity) by a governmental organization in order to fund government spending and
various public expenditures. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tax)

Trade

transfer of goods or services from one person or entity to another, often in exchange for money or
other economic consideration (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trade)

License Fee

price paid by individual or entity as remuneration for rights or services, as a hunting or driving license
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fee)

Permit Fee

price paid by individual or entity as remuneration for rights or services, as a permit for environmental
or land access (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fee)

Claim

An insurance claim, usually a third-party claim, that relates to healthcare.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?search=healthcare+claim&title=Special%3ASearch&go=Go&ns
0=1)

Eligibility

Validity for participation, in this case for healthcare coverage or insurance
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eligibility)

Encounter

In a physical examination, medical examination, or clinical examination, a medical practitioner
examines a patient for any possible medical signs or symptoms of a medical condition.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_examination)

Prescription

a plan of care written by a physician or other health care professional
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prescription)

Deed

any legal instrument in writing which passes, affirms or confirms an interest, right, or property and
that is signed, attested, delivered, and in
some jurisdictions, sealed. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deed)

Easement

a non-possessory right to use and/or enter onto the real property of another without possessing it.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Easement)

Incorporation

the formation of a new corporation. The corporation may be a business, a nonprofit
organization, sports club, or a government of a new city or town.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incorporation_(business))
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Partnership

an arrangement where parties (individuals, businesses, interest-based organizations, schools,
governments or combinations) agree to coorperate to advance their mutual interests.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partnership)

Proffer

an offer made prior to any formal negotiations (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proffer)

Registration

government recording of births, marriages, and deaths (civil); government recording of place of
residence (resident); compulsory registration of a vehicle with a government authority (vehicle); entry
onto an electoral roll (voter). (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Register)

Title

In property law, a title is a bundle of rights in a piece of property in which a party may own either a
legal interest or equitable interest. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Title_(property))

Trade Agreement

A trade agreement (also known as trade pact) is a wide-ranging taxes, tariff and trade treaty that
often includes investment guarantees. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trade_agreement)

Contract

A data type for a written or legal agreement entered into by two or more parties.

Building

Water Quality

Water quality refers to the chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of water based on
standards for its usage and by reference to a set of standards against which compliance can be
assessed. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_quality)

Data

Soil Analysis

a soil test commonly refers to the analysis of a soil sample to determine nutrient content,
composition, and other characteristics such as the acidity or pH level.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil_test)

Sensor

A data type for an association between a device and a message, website, binary, or other kind of
information.

Traffic

A data type for the average number of motor vehicles passing a point on a trafficway in a day, for all
days of the year, during a specified calendar year.

Population

the number of people in a city or town, region, country or world; population is usually determined by a
process called census (a process of collecting, analyzing, compiling and publishing data).
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Population)

Land Survey

A data type that contains agriculture production plan related information including location, product,
acreage, planting, practice and data modifications details.
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Financial Instrument

Bond

an instrument of indebtedness of the bond issuer to the holders. The most common types of bonds
include municipal and corporate bonds.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?search=finance+bond&title=Special%3ASearch&go=Go&ns0=
1)

Loan

the lending of money by one or more individuals, organizations, or other entities to other individuals,
organizations etc. The recipient (i.e., the borrower) incurs a debt and is usually liable to
pay interest on that debt until it is repaid as well as to repay the principal amount borrowed.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loan)

Stock

Stock (also capital stock) is all of the shares into which ownership of a corporation is divided.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock)

Mortgage

A mortgage loan or simply mortgage is a loan used either by purchasers of real property to raise
funds to buy real estate, or alternatively by existing property owners to raise funds for any purpose
while putting a lien on the property being mortgaged. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mortgage_loan)

Landmark

Historic site or heritage site is an official location where pieces of political, military, cultural, or
social history have been preserved due to their cultural heritage value. Historic sites are usually
protected by law, and many have been recognized with the official national historic site status. A
historic site may be any building, landscape, site or structure that is of local, regional, or national
significance. Usually this also means the site must be at least 50 years or older.
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historic_site)

Property

(same)

Public Area

(same)

Historic

Roadway

A unique federal inspection/inventory identification assigned to a bridge, underpass, overpass, or
tunnel bridge/structure that is also linkable to the national bridge inventory.

